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CHAIRMAN’S LETTER

On behalf of the Board of Directors, I am pleased to present the 2023 Annual 
Report for Kingsrose Mining Limited.

2023 saw Kingsrose continue to deliver on its strategy focused on the discovery 
of future critical minerals nickel, copper and PGEs in the highly prospective and 
stable jurisdictions of the Fennoscandian region.

The Company is enthusiastic about the 
potential of the Penikat project in Finland. The 
independent JORC (2012) Exploration Target 
we released in June 2022 indicated potential 
for a multi-million ounce high-grade palladium 
dominant project. Drill permitting is progressing 
and has been an opportunity for Kingsrose to 
establish credibility with local government and 
communities. The Company is working towards 
achieving permits and commencing drilling late 
in the 2024 calendar year.

Highlights during the year include Kingsrose’s 
entry into a joint venture agreement on the Råna 
Nickel-Copper-Cobalt Project in Norway, and 
selection to participate in the inaugural BHP 
Xplor program.

The Råna project is a brownfield former 
producing mine site, with a number of early-
stage regional nickel targets in close proximity. 
Commencing in January 2023, Kingsrose, 
in collaboration with the local municipality, 
established an operational base at the project by 
renovating former mine site buildings for offices 
and a core shed in collaboration with the local 

municipality. We went on to complete multiple 
large-scale geophysical programs to identify 
targets and commenced an initial 5,000 metre 
diamond drilling program in July 2023. Kingsrose 
sees potential to discover both extensions to 
the historical mine and new deposits of both 
massive and disseminated nickel-copper-cobalt 
mineralisation at Råna.

Selection to participate in the inaugural BHP 
Xplor program was a significant endorsement of 
the Kingsrose team, our responsible approach, 
and the quality of our exploration concept. 
Between January and June 2023 BHP Xplor 
worked closely with our team to advance a 
regional nickel exploration concept in Northern 
Norway and Central Finland. The work resulted 
in the development of a multifaceted database 
that identified numerous exploration targets. 
It is Kingsrose’s ambition to lead a pioneering 
regional exploration program underpinned by 
high quality exploration and sustainability values 
intertwined to deliver the discovery of critical 
mineral deposits and shared value with local 
communities.
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To meet our operational goals, Kingsrose has 
continued to build a sustainability team and 
frameworks, to safeguard the local environment, 
work closely with local stakeholders, expedite 
permitting and deliver safe working conditions 
for our teams. This work is constantly evolving as 
we strive to continually advance how we operate. 
We believe that this will lead to greater access 
to opportunities and an enhanced chance of 
discovery success.

The Company remains in a strong financial 
position with A$33.8 million in cash and cash 
equivalents following the successful sale of its 
past-producing Way Linggo project in Indonesia. 
This enviable financial position allows us to both 
deliver on our existing exploration projects, 
while continuing to assess additional business 
development opportunities.

Finally, on behalf of the Board, I would like to 
take this opportunity to thank our shareholders 
for their continued support. I believe the 
Company is well positioned for success and I look 
forward to reporting on our progress over the 
coming year.

Yours Faithfully

Mike Andrews 
Chairman

Bruvann past-producing nickel mine, Råna project, Norway.
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OVERVIEW

During the 2023 financial year, Kingsrose 
Mining Limited (“Kingsrose” or “the Company”) 
completed the sale of its interest in the Way 
Linggo gold project to Capwill Global Limited 
(Capwill Global) by announcement on 16 
December 2022. At completion of the sale, the 
Company received US$7,500,000 that will be 
used to further its strategy of responsible critical 
metals discovery. Additionally, the Company 
will receive a 2% net smelter royalty in respect 
of the Way Linggo gold project, subject to a 
cap of US$7,500,000 including the applicable 
withholding tax.

Additionally, during the first quarter of 2023 the 
Company announced:

• On 18 January 2023 that it had entered into a 
Transaction Implementation Agreement (TIA) 
with Scandinavian Resource Holdings Pty Ltd 
and Global Energy Metals Corporation for a 
staged investment into the brownfield Råna 
Nickel-Copper-Cobalt (Ni-Cu-Co) project 
(Råna Project) in Norway, and formation 
of a joint venture for the development and 
operation of the project. The TIA allows for 
Kingsrose to earn up to a 75% interest over 
eight years, through staged expenditure up to 
a total of A$15,000,000.

• On 18 January 2023 that it had been selected 
to participate in the BHP Xplor program. BHP 
Xplor is an accelerator program introduced 
by BHP in August 2022, which is designed to 
provide participants with the opportunity to 
accelerate their growth and the potential to 
establish a long-term relationship with BHP 
and its global network of partners. Since the 
announcement, the Company has received 
payments totalling US$500,000 from BHP 

and access to a network of internal and 
external experts, to help advance regional 
target generation for nickel massive sulphide 
deposits across two highly prospective but 
underexplored geological belts in Finland and 
Norway.

• On 6 March 2023 that it had entered into an 
Option Agreement with VIAD Royalties AB 
(Optionor), a wholly owned subsidiary of EMX 
Royalty Corp (EMX), to purchase Råna Nickel 
AS (Target), a Norwegian incorporated entity 
that holds a 100% interest in 19 exploration 
licences (EMX Licences) totalling 183 square 
kilometres adjacent to the brownfield Råna 
Nickel-Copper-Cobalt (Ni-Cu-Co) project held 
by Kingsrose under a joint venture.

Post end of the financial year, on 25 July 2023 
the Company announced that the conditions 
to first completion of the TIA announced on 18 
January 2023 regarding its staged investment 
into the Råna Nickel-Copper-Cobalt project 
have been satisfied. As at First Completion, 
the Company has earnt a 10% interest in the 
Råna Project by the issue of 10,000 shares in 
Narvik Nikkel AS, the joint venture company that 
operates the Råna Project. The Company intends 
to proceed to earn the second milestone interest, 
which equates to a 51% interest in the Råna 
Project, by incurring at least A$3,000,000 of 
expenditure including completing 2,000 metres 
of drilling by 31 December 2023 and 3,000 
metres of drilling and preliminary metallurgist 
test work by 31 December 2024 on the Råna 
Project within the next three years.

Details of Exploration activity on the Company’s 
projects during the financial period are discussed 
in the next section.

Kingsrose geologists reviewing drill core, Råna project, Norway.
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EXPLORATION

Kingsrose is exploring for nickel, copper and 
PGE at three project locations across Norway 
and Finland (Figure 1). In addition, Kingsrose was 
selected to participate in the inaugural BHP Xplor 
accelerator program including a US$500,000 

grant which has been used to advance area 
selection and target generation work in two 
prospective nickel-copper belts in Norway and 
Finland which are underexplored. Each project is 
described below.

Figure 1: Kingsrose project locations
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Råna Project

Location and Tenure

The Råna project is located Nordland County, 
Norway, 37 kilometres west by road from the 
town of Narvik and a deep-water, ice-free 
port which ships approximately 18-20 million 
tonnes of cargo per year, mostly from Swedish 
iron ore operations. The Project comprises 24 
contiguous exploration licences totalling 211 

square kilometres, which are being explored 
by Kingsrose under two separate agreements 
with Scandinavian Resource Holdings (see 
announcement dated 18 January 2023) and EMX 
Royalties (see announcement dated 6 March 
2023), (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Råna Project area and simplified geology
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History

Exploration has been carried out sporadically 
at the Råna intrusion since at least 1880 when 
sulphides were discovered in the south at 
Eiterdalen. Exploration by Stavanger Staal and 
the NGU (Norwegian geological survey) in the 
1970s and 1980s focused on Bruvann, including 
33,769.7 metres of drilling and various ground 
based geophysical surveys which defined the 
Bruvann deposit. A private company, Nikkel og 
Olivin and Outokumpu conducted mining at 
Bruvann from 1989 until 2002, initially through 
a small open pit and later underground mining. 
Production is reported to have totalled 8.5 million 
tonnes at 0.5 % Ni, 0.1 % Cu and 0.03 % Co from 
approximately 25 kilometres of underground 
workings, with life of mine recoveries reported 
as 74 % Ni, 85 % Cu and 62 % Co. Scandinavian 
Highlands explored the northern part of the 
intrusion from 2004 to 2013, carrying out surface 
geochemical sampling and a SkyTEM geophysical 
survey over the whole licence area before 
testing Arnes and Rånbogen with 16 diamond 
drill holes for 4,000 metres. The SkyTEM survey 
identified several strong, near surface conductors 
at Bruvann, Arnes and Rånbogen, however the 
effectiveness of this survey method is limited by 
the steep topography and only has a depth of 
penetration of approximately 100 metres below 
surface.

Geology and Mineralisation

The Råna mafic-ultramafic intrusion outcrops 
over an area measuring approximately 9 by 11 
kilometres and is emplaced into gneisses and 
argillaceous metasediments with localised 
graphitic horizons.

The intrusion is inferred to be syn-orogenic, 
having formed in a back-arc setting within the 
Caledonide Orogeny and dips to the south and 
west, therefore the basal ultramafic sequence is 
exposed in the north. Upper, more fractionated 
gabbro and norite is exposed in the centre and 
south. 

Mineralisation typically occurs in the basal 
ultramafic units which host the highest tenor 
nickel sulphides and outcrop mainly in the 
northwest, and southern parts of the intrusion. 
Offset massive sulphides have been found to 
inject into the surrounding country rock. Sulphide 
mineralisation is also observed in the upper 
gabbronorites albeit of lower nickel tenor.

Kingsrose interprets the mineralised intrusions at 
Bruvann and Rånbogen to be chonoliths forming 
part of a larger, multi-phase intrusive complex. 
Chonoliths are pipe-like intrusions which may 
have short lateral but significantly down dip 
continuity. 

Helicopter supported geophysics, Råna project, Norway.
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Massive sulphide mineralisation typically occurs 
at the base of a chonolith and in the immediate 
footwall as ‘offset’ bodies of massive sulphide 
mineralisation. Exploration for these styles 
of mineralisation has not been systematically 
undertaken at Råna and these may be blind at 
surface, compromising detection by traditional 
methods. 

Historical work focused predominantly on near 
mine exploration of outcropping mineralisation 
at Bruvann with limited to no application of 
modern exploration models for chonolith hosted 
magmatic sulphide deposits. 

Massive sulphide outcrops with high nickel tenors 
at Bruvann and Rånbogen demonstrate fertility 
and, with 8 kilometres of largely untested strike 
along the northern intrusion margin, Kingsrose 
considers that there is scope for a significant 
discovery.

Geological Work

Kingsrose commenced a large scale geophysical 
and geological program at Råna during the 
second quarter of 2023, including:

• Airborne magnetotelluric (MT) survey of 
815 line-kilometers to cover the entire Råna 
intrusion and the Sørfjorden prospect (65 
line-kilometres), with the aim of modelling 
geology, structure and identifying conductive 
bodies with the potential for massive sulphide 
mineralisation. The was conducted by Expert 
Geophysics and the survey was completed in 
June 2023 with data processing, inversion and 
interpretation currently in progress.

• Ground based MT surveys at the Bruvann 
and Ranbogen target areas, conducted 
by Quantec Geoscience Ltd using their 
SPARTAN MT system. The Bruvann survey was 
completed in June 2023 and the Rånbogen 
survey was completed in July 2023. Results 
were announced on 21 July 2023 and 8 
August 2023.

• Ground based electromagnetic (EM) surveys 
in two local loops by Geovisor Oy: Area A is 
located over the Bruvann Mine and potential 
extensions along strike; Area B is located 
northeast of the Bruvann Mine to investigate 
the contact between the intrusion and 
wallrock gneiss, where previous operators 
identified multiple conductors from airborne 
SkyTEM surveys parallel to the geological 
contact. Results were announced on 21 July 
2023 and 8 August 2023.

• Following completion of the Bruvann MT and 
EM surveys, Newexco Exploration Pty Ltd was 
commissioned to review and interpret the 
data for target generation purposes. 

• Drill rig mobilisation occurred at the 
end of June 2023 and diamond core 
drilling commenced 6 July 2023 (see ASX 
announcement 6 July 2023). Drilling is being 
conducted by Norse Drilling AS under a 5,000 
metre drill contract.

Geophysical crew utilising snow cover to conduct ground 
electromagnetic surveys, Råna project, Norway.
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Penikat Project, Finland

Location and Tenure

The Penikat Project is located 25 kilometres east 
of the town of Kemi and associated port with rail 
connections. The port is used to export nickel 
and copper concentrates from other Finnish 
operations. The Penikat Project comprises 
three exploration permit applications and two 
reservation notifications totalling 20 square 
kilometres (Figure 3). Kingsrose owns 100% of 
the project through its subsidiary Kingsrose 
Exploration Oy. The project is subject to a 1% 
NSR royalty payable to Mr Andrew Dacey (the 
project vendor).

History

Penikat was discovered in 1981 by Outokumpu 
who mapped the deposit in detail, followed up 
by a shallow drilling program totalling 103 holes 
for 3704 metres within Kingsrose’s tenements. 
Arctic Platinum Partnership Oy held claims over 
the area between 2000 and 2003. It is not known 
what exploration was conducted in this period. 
Gold Fields Arctic Platinum Oy drilled six holes 
for 564.15 metres on the PV reef in 2007.

Figure 3: Penikat Project geology and Exploration Target
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Geology and Mineralisation

Penikat is a mafic-ultramafic intrusion hosted 
PGE-nickel-copper deposit.

The Penikat intrusion is >20 kilometres long and 
1 to 3 kilometres thick and is part of the larger 
300-kilometre-long Tornio-Narankavaara belt 
which contains >20 mafic-ultramafic intrusions. 
The Penikat intrusion has been divided into five 
layered megacyclic units (MCU-I to MCU-V), 
composed of alternating sequences of bronzite, 
pyroxenite, gabbronorite, gabbro and anorthosite 
cumulates. The intrusion dips between 45° and 
60°. Mineralisation occurs in three sub-parallel 
reefs, all of which are hosted in MCU-IV and 
are each spatially and temporally related to 
compositional reversals.

Within the Penikat project area, historically 
the mineralised reefs have been mapped over 
a cumulative strike length of approximately 
25 kilometres, and average 1.5 metres thick, 
composed of disseminated sulphide (pyrrhotite, 
pentlandite, chalcopyrite and bornite) 
mineralisation hosted in websterite, gabbronorite 
and anorthosite. Chromite and silicate type PGE 
mineralisation is also observed.

The reefs are termed, from the lowermost to 
uppermost, as the SJ, AP and PV reefs. The SJ 
and AP reefs are typically 450 metres apart, and 
the AP and PV reefs are typically 850 metres 
apart. Locally the reefs may pinch and swell, with 
the AP reef recording >20 metre thickness over 
<100 metres strike at the colloquially termed ‘AP 
Ballroom’ structure.

Geological Work

Exploration work at Penikat has focused on 
interpreting and validating historical results by 
way of an extensive drill core relogging and 
resampling exercise. This work confirmed the 
presence of high-grade platinum and palladium 
as well as showing that the deposit contains 
significant concentrations of the high value, 
rare precious metals rhodium and iridium, as 
announced to the ASX on 10 November 2021, 24 
November 2021, 14 March 2022 and 5 May 2022. 

Penikat project, Finland.
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As a result of the interpretation and validation 
work, an independent JORC compliant 
Exploration Target was estimated for the Penikat 
project and announced to the ASX on 28 June 
2022:

• JORC Exploration Target range of 21 to 
32 million tonnes at 4.0 to 7.4 g/t 6E, for 
2.8 to 7.7 million ounces 6E (6E = the sum 
of platinum, palladium, rhodium, iridium, 
ruthenium and gold)*

• The potential quantity and grade of the PGE 
mineralisation at Penikat is conceptual in 
nature, there has been insufficient exploration 
to estimate a Mineral Resource and it is 
uncertain if further exploration will result in 
the estimation of a Mineral Resource

• Exploration Target ranks Penikat as one of 
the highest-grade PGE exploration projects 
globally.

• Mineralisation occurs from surface and 
estimation of the Exploration Target was 
limited to 500 metres depth, whereas regional 
seismic data and geological interpretations 
suggest potential to at least 1 kilometre 
depth as is commonly seen in similar deposits 
worldwide.

• Exploration Target estimation was limited to 
the SJ and PV Reefs which are exposed over 
a strike of 10 and 3.6 kilometres respectively 
on Kingsrose tenure, the AP Reef was not 
included due to insufficient distribution of 
historical drilling however it is exposed over 
approximately 8 kilometres of strike and 
includes the “ballroom” feature where drill 
hole resampling returned 8.8 metres at 8.1 
g/t Pd, 2.3 g/t Pt, 0.2 g/t Rh, 0.5 g/t Au, 
0.5 % Cu and 0.2 % Ni from surface (ASX 
Announcement dated 5 May 2022).

• The Exploration Target was prepared by 
Jeremy Witley, Head of Department – Mineral 
Resources, MSA Ltd (South Africa). Mr 
Witley has 33 years’ experience in Mineral 
Resource estimation, exploration and mine 
geology on PGE deposits hosted in the 
Bushveld (South Africa) and Great Dyke 
(Zimbabwe) intrusions, which are layered 
intrusions characterised by strong continuity 
of mineralisation, similar to Penikat.

An airborne magnetic survey was completed 
between 12 and 14 October 2022. This covered 
the entire Penikat project over an area of 
approximately 25 square kilometres using a UAV 
mounted magnetometer, at a line spacing of 
between 100 metres and 50 metres for a total of 

Geological mapping by 
Kingsrose at Penikat, Finland.10 Kingsrose Mining Limited   
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868 line kilometres. The data is being interpreted 
to produce a three-dimensional model which will 
inform and assist in geological mapping and drill 
planning.

Work on permitting the Penikat drilling program 
continued, with the Penikat Natura Assessments 
nearing completion and due for submission in 
August 2023 as the relevant authorities return 
from summer vacations. A series of meetings 
with government authorities in Finland are 
scheduled for August and September 2023 to 
support the various submissions.

Detailed drilling, access route and water supply 
planning continues in support of the licence 
application process for the entire Penikat project.

Porsanger Project, Norway

Location and Tenure

Porsanger is located in Finnmark County, 
Northern Norway, next to the coast and near the 
town of Lakselv with a local airport. The project 
can be reached by main road, with ATV trails 
and footpaths which cross parts of the licence 
areas. Several power lines are located within the 
exploration licence area. The area is typified by 
rocky hills, moorland and forested, shallow but 
steep sided gullies dissected by a network of 
streams, ponds and lakes. The project comprises 
eight contiguous exploration licences (Figure 4), 
totalling 64 square kilometres which are 100% 
owned by Kingsrose Norge AS, a wholly owned 
subsidiary of Kingsrose.

Figure 4: Porsanger project
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History

Copper mineralisation was discovered at 
Porsanger in the early 1900s resulting in small 
scale near surface mining which produced 
approximately 110kt of mineralised material. 
In the 1980s BP Norsk Hydro investigated 
the gold potential of the copper occurrences 
through mapping and rock chip sampling. At the 
Porsvann prospect, in 1992 four holes for 357.45 
meters were drilled by the NGU targeting PGE 
mineralisation. At the Karenhaugen prospect, in 
1939 eight holes totalling 531 meters were drilled 
to test copper-nickel mineralisation at surface. 
In 1993, the NGU drilled five shallow holes 
totalling 371.8 metres. Between 2001 and 2003, 
the Porsvann and Karenhaugen projects were 
explored by Tertiary Minerals plc. No drilling was 
completed.

Geology and Mineralisation

Porsanger is located within the Early Proterozoic 
Karasjok Greenstone Belt, which is a north-south 
trending belt approximately 150 kilometres long 
and an extension of the Lapland Greenstone Belt. 
The belts host numerous significant Ni-Cu-PGE, 
sedimentary copper, and gold deposits in the 
region, including the recently discovered Sakatti 
Ni-Cu-PGE project (Anglo American plc) and 
Ikkari gold project (Rupert Resources Limited).

Two magmatic feeder conduit-style mafic-
ultramafic intrusions are present within the 
project area. The Porsvann and Karenhaugen 
intrusions are located within the west and east 
of the area. Both intrusions contain disseminated 
sulphide (pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite, pentlandite) 
with associated Pd, Pt, and Cu mineralisation. 
Surface outcrops are locally stained by malachite. 
Previous field mapping indicates that the 
mineralisation is concentrated towards the base 
of the intrusions and locally within the footwall. 
The best historical drill intersection is 43 metres 
at 1.2 g/t PdEq, including 15.2 metres at 2.1 g/t 
PdEq. Copper grades range between 0.01 and 
0.5%.

Copper-dominant mineralisation also occurs 
more extensively across the property in the form 
of en-echelon and tensional quartz vein arrays 
hosted by amphibolite and mica schist. Individual 
vein zones are localised into <30 metre by <2 

metre lenticular bodies. These frequently occur 
along a 10 kilometre long zone of intermittent 
mineralisation. The vein mineralogy is quartz 
with massive to semi massive intergrowths of 
chalcopyrite and bornite. Individual veins are 
typically <30cm thick.

Geological Work

Work at Porsanger has identified an exploration 
drill target at Karenhaugen as well as a new zone 
of mineralised intrusions in the southern part of 
the project area.

Results from resampling historical drill core at the 
Porsvann and Karenhaugen prospects confirmed 
and verified the historical results as well as 
indicating the presence of anomalous rhodium 
concentrations associated with the platinum 
and palladium mineralisation (refer to ASX 
announcement dated 25 August 2022).

A ground based electromagnetic survey was 
also completed which has generated a large 350 
by 400 metre, shallow and strongly conductive 
body immediately south from outcropping 
mineralisation at Karenhaugen (refer to ASX 
announcement dated 12 October 2022). A drill 
permit application for Porsvann and Karenhaugen 
has been submitted and is pending.

Field work at Porsanger also identified 
mineralised ultramafic intrusions southwest of 
the initial exploration licence holding acquired 
from Element-46 Ltd, including a maximum 
rock-chip sample assay of 0.21% Ni, 0.15% 
Cu, 0.12 g/t Pt and 0.11 g/t Pd (refer to ASX 
announcement dated 12 October 2022). The 
mineralised outcrops occur 1.5 kilometres to the 
northwest and along strike from a 1.4 square 
kilometre cumulate texture, layered peridotite 
through gabbro intrusion which has never been 
explored for magmatic nickel-copper-PGE 
mineralisation. Kingsrose has been granted three 
new exploration licences contiguous with the 
original block of licences to include these newly 
identified exploration targets.
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BHP Xplor Program

During the first and second quarters of 2023 
Kingsrose attended the BHP Xplor Bootcamp, 
Toolkit and Showcase sessions where training 
on Mineral Systems Frameworks, operational 
readiness and business strategy were delivered. 
Selected service providers were also introduced 
who specialise in early-stage target generation, 
geophysical exploration methods, and 
sustainable operations. 

Kingsrose has identified two prospective nickel-
copper belts in Norway and Finland which 
are underexplored. The BHP Xplor program 
supported a detailed geochemical, geophysical 
and remote sensing data processing and 
interpretation exercise, designed to identify and 
rank potentially mineralised mafic-ultramafic 
intrusions, produce a regional geological and 
structural interpretation of the belts, and 
reach a decision point on areas of interest for 
further exploration work. In parallel with the 
technical work, a comprehensive cultural and 
social engagement plan is being developed and 
implemented.

The details of future plans for the target areas 
identified through the Xplor program are 
expected to be announced in due course.

SUSTAINABILITY

Overview

Graham Farrer was appointed Head of 
Sustainability in May 2023 following the 
resignation of Dr Katariina Koikkalainen in 
February 2023. The focus during 2023 has 
been on stakeholder engagement with the 
communities local to the Penikat, Råna and 
Porsanger projects. As well as this, advancement 
on permits for drilling at the Penikat and 
Porsanger projects has been a priority with 
Kingsrose conducting various environmental and 
ecological surveys as well as technical studies to 
enable submission.  

Sustainability is at the centre of the way in 
which Kingsrose approaches exploration and 
development of projects, and this is reiterated 
in the Kingsrose vison and values. While the 
sustainability strategy is still in development, it 
broadly consists of five pillars.

Corporate Governance: development and 
communication of polices, implementation 
of governance structures such as working 
groups and committees, development and 
implementation of standardized procedures 
which dictate the way in which activities are 
undertaken (such as a drilling and ground 
disturbance procedures). Developing a social 
investment program including an annual in-
kind contribution, which is led by stakeholders, 
to maximise benefits of exploration and 
development.

Geological mapping by Kingsrose at Råna, Norway.
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Stakeholder Engagement and Communication: 
identifying stakeholders and tailoring a 
communication approach for each stakeholder 
group and individuals. Formalising engagement 
and communication plans, developing key 
messaging and questions and answers for 
identified concerns and/or uncertainties, and 
developing engagement calendars to provide 
adequate notice for proposed engagement.

Permitting: developing permitting roadmaps for 
each key task and communicating this approach 
with relevant stakeholders and assigning 
roles and responsibilities for each permitting 
component. Adhering to permitting legislation 
and expectations, and where possible, exceeding 
these with additional impact identification, 
management and mitigation of impacts, and 
transparency. Developing and implementing 
a post-drilling monitoring process, including 
communication with key stakeholders. 

Industry Participation: collaborating with industry 
bodies (FinnMin, Norsk Bergindustri, Euromines, 
Towards Sustainable Mining (TSM) and The 
Institute for Responsible Mining Assurance 
(IRMA)), participating in training, sharing ideas 
and approaches with other exploration and 
mining organisations. Aligning our approach 
and activities with industry leading practice 
(International Finance Corporation (IFC), Global 
Reporting Initiative (GRI), TSM and IRMA). 

Sustainability Data Management and Reporting: 
identifying and collecting sustainability data 
in general accordance with GRI, regularly 
reporting this data publicly, and developing 
a peer reviewed sustainability report which is 
considered leading practice.    

Airborne geophysical survey, Råna project, Norway.
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Penikat Project, Finland

As a significant portion of the Penikat project 
area lies within the Martimoaapa – Lumiaapa – 
Penikat Natura 2000 site, the exploration licence 
applications must be supplemented with a 
Natura Assessment report.  

The first Natura Assessment for the Ala Penikka 
exploration licence application was submitted 
in August 2022 and an in-person meeting was 
held with the Finnish authorities in January 2023 
to discuss the content of the assessment and its 
processing. During the meeting, the authorities 
provided guidance on additional content and 
specific studies or surveys that they would 
like to see added to the report. Kingsrose has 
developed a road map to complete all additional 
tasks by the end of July 2023, and submission is 
expected in September 2023. 

Thereafter review by Finnish environmental 
authorities is expected to take three to six 
months. This is then followed by a processing 
and public consultation period by the Finnish 
exploration licence awarding authority TUKES. 
This and is expected to take approximately two 
to four months. In parallel, a research permit is 
also required from the Environmental Ministry. 
The timeline for processing this application 
is imprecise but is currently expected to take 
between 3 and 12 months. The Company is 
actively engaging with the relevant authorities 
and will provide a full update on the status of 
these permit applications and expected timelines 
as further information becomes available.

The Martimoaapa – Lumiaapa – Penikat Natura 
2000 site is an important habitat for several 
protected species, including large birds of prey 
and rare flora. As part of the required surveys, 
trapping and tracking of large birds of prey were 
completed in December 2022 allowing data to 
be collected to identify important habitats and 
nesting sites. Exploration plans will be adjusted 
to avoid and mitigate any potentially adverse 
impact exploration activities could have on these 
important natural values. 

Engagement with local stakeholders has 
continued, with direct contact made with 
landowners surrounding the project. Both in-
person and telephone conversations undertaken 
were positive and constructive. The Company 
will continue open and transparent dialogue 
with local stakeholders and local authority 
representatives.  

Porsanger Project, Norway

At the Karenhaugen (Sami translation: 
Karenvarri) prospect, findings from the ecological 
and archaeological surveys undertaken in 
September 2022 have been produced to assist 
in planning the drill hole locations to avoid 
impacting indigenous sites or protected species 
and habitats. 

The Company continues to work with the local 
reindeer herding district, 14A, to finalise a process 
agreement. The agreement will formalise a clear 
understanding of the timing and methods of 
the Company’s exploration activities so that the 
reindeer herding district can be confident that 
the Company’s activities will not impact their 
livelihood. The local reindeer herding district 14A 
invited the Company to attend and present at 
their Annual General Meeting, which was held in 
early July 2023. 

Stakeholder engagement meetings have 
continued, and a working group with Kingsrose 
and local stakeholders has been established. 
The working group involves multiple local 
group representatives, totalling around 30 local 
participants. The aims of the working group 
are to provide information and education on 
exploration activities, and to discuss how the 
Company can secure and retain a social license to 
operate within the community. The first meeting 
was held in March 2023, and it is anticipated that 
these meetings will occur regularly. 
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REVIEW OF OPERATIONS

FINANCIAL REVIEW

Income Statement

The Group recorded a net loss after tax for the 
year ended 30 June 2023 of $6,875,757 (2022: 
net loss after tax $10,741,120), largely contributed 
by the following significant items:

• Net loss on the disposal of its investment in the 
Way Linggo project of $4,633,726 (2022: nil).

• Corporate costs of $4,959,115 (2022: 
$3,481,960) and share based payments 
expense of $226,410 (2022: $1,234,515).

• These significant items were positively offset 
by an unrealised net foreign exchange gain 
of $1,166,532 (2022: net gain of $6,692,201), 
funds received from the BHP Xplor Program 
of $758,269 (2022: nil) and bank interest from 
term deposits of $1,092,719 (2022: $107,726). 
The foreign exchange gain arose mainly 
from the revaluation of its foreign currency 
denominated monetary assets and liabilities, 
driven by a weaker Australian dollar against 
the United States dollar during the period.

Financial Position

At 30 June 2023 the Group’s net assets were 
$39,942,135 (2022: $41,876,369).

Assets

At reporting date, the Group’s total current 
assets were $34,065,562 which represents an 
increase of $4,970,934 over the year ended 30 
June 2022. This movement was primarily driven 
by an increase of $6,213,711 in cash and cash 
equivalents and decreases of $267,834 in trade 
and other receivables, $450,982 in tax receivable, 
and $372,386 in other current assets.

Non-current assets of the Group stood at 
$7,313,891 at balance date, $9,063,030 lower than 
30 June 2022, mainly due to the derecognition 
of those non-current assets that were part of the 
divestment of the Way Linggo project. 

Liabilities

At reporting date, the Group’s total liabilities 
were $1,437,318 which represents a decrease 
of $2,157,862 over the year ended 30 June 
2022, mainly due to the derecognition of those 
liabilities that were part of the divestment of the 
Way Linggo project.

Group Cash Flows and Liquidity

At 30 June 2023 the Group held cash and cash 
equivalents of $33,840,430 (2021: $27,626,719).

Cash flow from operating activities for the year 
ended 30 June 2023 was a net cash outflow 
of $3,901,080, primarily due to disbursements 
during the year for corporate and other related 
expenditure.

Cash flow from investing activities for the year 
ended 30 June 2023 was a net cash inflow 
of $9,087,670 related mainly to payments 
for projects and receipt of funds from the 
divestment of the Way Linggo project (net of 
cash disposed).

Cash flow from financing activities for the year 
ended 30 June 2023 was a new cash outflow of 
$50,596 related to repayment of lease liabilities.

CORPORATE

Board and Executive Management 
Changes

To support the Company’s discovery focused 
strategy and commitment to responsible 
operating practices, key management 
appointments were made during the year.

Graham Farrer was appointed Head of 
Sustainability in May 2023 following the 
resignation of Dr Katariina Koikkalainen in 
February 2023. Graham will lead the Company’s 
permitting and sustainable development 
programs and is a sustainability professional 
with more than 20 years’ experience within 
land development, oil and gas and mining. 
Graham holds professional memberships with 
Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy 
and Chartered Institution of Water and 
Environmental Management and is a Chartered 
Water and Environmental Manager, Chartered 
Environmentalist, and Certified Environmental 
Practitioner. He also holds tertiary qualifications 
in environmental management, environmental 
science, project management, and sustainable 
resource development.
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FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS

Kingsrose Mining Limited has prepared this 
report based on information available to it. No 
representation or warranty, express or implied, is 
made as to the fairness, accuracy, completeness 
or correctness of the information, opinions 
and conclusions contained in this report. To 
the maximum extent permitted by law, none 
of Kingsrose Mining Limited, its Directors, 
employees or agents, advisers, nor any other 
person accepts any liability, including without 
limitation, any liability arising from fault or 
negligence on the part of any of them or any 
other person, for any loss arising from the use of 
this report or its contents or otherwise arising in 
connection with it.

The information contained in this report contains 
forward looking statements and forward-looking 
information, which are based on assumptions 
and judgements of management regarding 
future events and results. Such forward looking 
statements and forward-looking information 
involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties, 
and other factors which may cause the actual 
results, performance or achievements of the 
Company to be materially different from any 
anticipated future results, performance or 
achievements expressed or implied by such 
forward looking statements. Such factors 
include, among others, the actual market prices 
of commodities, the actual results of current 
exploration, the availability of debt and equity 
financing, the volatility in global financial 
markets, the actual results of future mining, 
processing and development activities, receipt of 
regulatory approvals as and when required and 
changes in project parameters as plans continue 
to be evaluated.

The information relating to the Penikat 
Exploration Target is extracted from the ASX 
Announcement entitled “EXPLORATION TARGET 
ESTIMATED FOR THE PENIKAT PROJECT, 
FINLAND” created on 28 June 2022, prepared 
by Jeremy Witley as the Competent Person as 
defined in the 2012 Edition of the “Australasian 
Code for Reporting Exploration Results, Mineral 
Resources and Ore Reserves” and is available 
to view on www.kingsrosemining.com. The 
Company confirms that it is not aware of any 
new information or data that materially affects 
the information included in the original market 
announcement. The Company confirms that 
the form and context in which the Competent 
Person’s findings are presented have not been 
materially modified from the original market 
announcement.

The information in this report that relates 
to Exploration Results at Råna, Penikat and 
Porsanger is based on information compiled 
under the supervision of Andrew Tunningley, 
who is a Member and Chartered Professional 
(Geology) of the Australasian Institute of Mining 
and Metallurgy and is a full-time employee 
as Head of Exploration for Kingsrose Mining 
Limited. Mr Tunningley has sufficient experience 
that is relevant to the style of mineralisation 
and type of deposit under consideration and to 
the activity which he is undertaking to qualify 
as a Competent Person as defined in the 2012 
Edition of the “Australasian Code for Reporting 
Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and 
Ore Reserves.” Mr Tunningley consents to the 
inclusion in this report of the matter based on his 
information in the form and context in which it 
appears.

Information relating to Exploration Results at 
Råna, Penikat and Porsanger is extracted from 
the following ASX announcements available 
to view on www.kingsrosemining.com. The 
Company confirms that it is not aware of 
any new information or data that materially 
affects the information included in the market 
announcements:

• 24 November 2021- Resampling Confirms and 
Extends Mineralisation on the AP reef, Penikat 
PGE-Nickel-Copper Project.

• 21 December 2021 – High Grade PGE-Copper-
Nickel Mineralisation Confirmed at the 
Porsanger Project.

• 14 March 2022 – Kingsrose Announces Further 
High-Grade PGE-Nickel-Copper Results of 
Drill Core Resampling at the Penikat Project, 
Finland.

• 5 May 2022 – Significant Rhodium 
Mineralisation Confirmed at the Penikat 
Project, Finland.

• 28 June 2022 – Exploration Target Estimated 
for the Penikat Project, Finland.

• 25 August 2022 – Kingsrose Confirms 
PGE-Copper Mineralisation and Identifies 
Anomalous Rhodium at the Porsanger Project, 
Norway.

• 12 October 2022 - Kingsrose identifies large 
geophysical target and discovers additional 
Nickel-Copper-PGE mineralised intrusions at 
the Porsanger project, Norway
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AUDITOR’S INDEPENDENCE DECLARATION
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CONSOLIDATED INCOME STATEMENT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2023
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CASHFLOWS
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Airborne geophysical survey, Rana project, Norway






